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To observe biomolecules at work they must reside in their native
environments. For soluble proteins this is a physiological buffer.
Membrane proteins, in addition, need to be embedded in a lipid
bilayer. The only instrument that can image samples at sub-
nanometer resolutions and be operated in solution is the atomic
force microscope (AFM)1. This instrument uses a sharp stylus at
the end of a flexible cantilever to scan over the sample surface.
Cantilever deflections measured at a resolution of a few angstroms
are used to determine the surface contour of the sample, exploiting
a sensitive feedback to minimize the force applied to the stylus.
Recent progress in the field is the result of the optimization of sam-
ple preparation2–5 and image acquisition6,7 methods, and continu-
ous developments in the instrumentation8–10.

Images showing the surface topography — topographs — of
biomolecules are attractive not only because they reveal the
object in its native state, but also because they exhibit an out-
standing signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. Striking images have been
recorded that show submolecular features of single biomolecules
(Fig. 1). Minute structural changes at the surfaces of biomole-
cules can be detected with a time resolution of a few milli-
seconds, sufficient to monitor conformational changes involved
in biological processes. Finally, the AFM stylus is a nanotool that
can manipulate single molecules.

High resolution imaging
Biomolecular forces lie between a few piconewtons (pN), as gen-
erated, for example, by myosin, and 300 pN, the force required to
unfold a protein11–13. It is important to ensure that imaging
forces between the stylus and sample are generally of similar
magnitudes, because higher forces would lead to sample distor-
tion or even destruction. Electrostatic and van der Waals interac-
tions are the major forces between the AFM stylus and biological
samples for imaging in a buffer solution14,15. Force-distance
curves, which are acquired by approaching the sample with the
stylus while measuring its deflection, reveal the nature of these
forces16,17. These forces can be minimized by adjusting the elec-
trolyte concentration and pH of the buffer6. In addition, AFM
feedback parameters must be optimized to ensure distortion-
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free imaging7. After such adjustments, topographs of protein
surfaces revealing details with a lateral resolution of 0.5 nm and a
vertical resolution of 0.1 nm can be recorded routinely18–22.

A quantitative comparison of topographs and structural data
obtained by electron and X-ray crystallography of bacterio-
rhodopsin (BR), the light driven proton pump that is packed in
regular arrays in the plasma membrane of Halobacterium sali-
narum, demonstrates the accuracy of data recorded by AFM23.
Images of individual BR trimers within such arrays allow the
precision of AFM topographs to be evaluated by comparing
average and standard deviation (SD) maps (Fig. 2a) with the
atomic structures. Surface contours of BR defined by the average
fit to the atomic structure within the SD (typically 0.1 nm). In
addition, SD maps of BR correlate very well with the root mean
square (r.m.s.) deviation between the atomic models derived
from X-ray and electron crystallography (Fig. 2b). Thus, the
AFM provides topographs that allow the determination not only
of height and location but also the dynamics of loops connecting
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Progress in the application of the atomic force microscope (AFM) to imaging and manipulating biomolecules is
the result of improved instrumentation, sample preparation methods and image acquisition conditions. Biological
membranes can be imaged in their native state at a lateral resolution of 0.5–1 nm and a vertical resolution of
0.1–0.2 nm. Conformational changes that are related to functions can be resolved to a similar resolution,
complementing atomic structure data acquired by other methods. The unique capability of the AFM to directly
observe single proteins in their native environments provides insights into the interactions of proteins that form
functional assemblies. In addition, single molecule force spectroscopy combined with single molecule imaging
provides unprecedented possibilities for analyzing intramolecular and intermolecular forces. This review
discusses recent examples that illustrate the power of AFM.

Fig. 1 Surface topograph of the major intrinsic proteins (MIP) from lens
fiber cells recorded in buffer22. The MIP tetramers form highly ordered
tetragonal, double-layered arrays by reconstitution into a lipid bilayer. To
reveal the lower layer, the upper layer was removed with the AFM stylus,
thereby disrupting the crystal order and occasionally the tetramers
(arrow). The topograph exhibits a vertical range of 1.6 nm. All topographs
shown here and in Figs 2,4,5 are displayed as a relief tilted by 5°.
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transmembrane secondary structures. Moreover, classification
of single molecule images by multivariate statistical analysis
reveals their conformational states (Fig. 2c).

Recent examples illustrate the power of the AFM to image
native membrane protein surfaces. The AFM is sufficiently sensi-
tive to detect changes introduced by proteolysis. Topographs of
bacterial water channels, AqpZ20, and animal eye lens water
channels, MIP22, recorded before and after proteolytic digestion
allowed the cytoplasmic side to be identified. Topographs of a
BR-rhodopsin chimera gave well-defined boundary conditions
for building a model of the functionally important EF loop of
rhodopsin grafted onto BR24. Images of the reconstituted cylin-
drical complex assembled from subunit III of the chloroplast
F0F1-ATP synthase provided compelling evidence that the mem-
brane resident F0 complex comprises  a ring of 14 subunits21.
This finding is in contrast to the stoichiometry of the Escherichia
coli F0 complex that was postulated to comprise a dodecamer of
subunit c. This postulation was based mainly on crosslinking
experiments25, genetic engineering26, model building27–29 and the
fact that four protons are required to traverse this molecular
motor for the synthesis of one ATP. Interestingly, X-ray analyses
of entire yeast F0F1-ATP synthase crystals revealed the F0 part to
contain a decameric ring30, indicating that polymorphic stoi-
chiometries of F0 complexes may have a biological origin that is
not yet understood. While X-ray crystallography showed 
α-hemolysin to assemble into heptameric channels31,
topographs of native α-hemolysin integrated in a supported
bilayer demonstrate that a hexameric form exists as well4.

For technical applications, AFM has been used to monitor the
growth of two-dimensional crystals of annexin V on a supported
lipid bilayer32 as well as the growth of three-dimensional crystals
of various soluble proteins in natural mother liquor, thereby
revealing the origin of crystal defects33.

Observing single molecules at work
Because topographs are recorded in buffer solution, an exciting
possibility is that single molecules may be observed at work. A
major obstacle to achieving this goal is the possible inactivation of
the biological process upon immobilizing the sample on a flat sup-
port, which is required for contact mode imaging. Since tapping
mode AFM minimizes lateral forces, weakly adsorbed single mol-
ecules may be imaged at sufficient resolution to monitor enzyme
activity. The experimental conditions can thus be adjusted to
switch the biological process on or off at will by simply changing
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the buffer. A breakthrough demonstrating these possibilities was
the direct observation of RNA polymerase activity by time-lapse
tapping mode AFM (Fig. 3)34. This approach also allowed record-
ing of the one-dimensional diffusion of RNA polymerase along
DNA, with and without transcription35. In another example, time-
lapse series of amyloid fibers adsorbed onto mica were recorded to
monitor their growth36. To improve the time resolution, the tap-
ping frequencies of the AFM need to be increased. The recent
development of small cantilever AFM10 is an excellent approach to
achieving higher tapping frequencies, as demonstrated with the
direct visualization of the binding and dissociation of GroES to
GroEL that is tethered to mica by electrostatic forces37. The GroE
system is the bacterial chaperonin that assist protein folding inside
the cells. This example thus demonstrates that protein folding at
the single molecule level may be monitored in the future.

Conformational changes of membrane channels 
Immobilization of two-dimensional assemblies requires small
forces that do not interfere with their biological functions, for
example those of the hexagonally packed intermediate (HPI) layer.
This regular protein layer that is an integral constituent of the cell
envelope of Deinococcus radiodurans and is probably involved in
protection and stabilization of underlying cell structures. It is
assembled from hexameric units comprising a core with a central
channel and six spokes that connect to adjacent hexamers. Two
conformations of the hexagonally packed intermediate layer have
been identified38. The central pore appears to exist in a plugged
and an unplugged conformation that interchange randomly from
one scan to the next (Fig. 4a,c). This observation suggests that the
HPI layer could serve as molecular sieve with an open and a closed
state, supporting its putative protecting function.

The structurally and functionally well-characterized porin
OmpF, a trimeric membrane channel, is a major outer membrane
protein of E. coli. It consists of 16 antiparallel β-strands that line
the transmembrane pore39. The strands are connected by short
turns at the periplasmic side of the membrane (Fig. 5a) and long
loops at the extracellular surface, which form a domain that pro-
trudes up to 1.3 nm above the bilayer (Fig. 5b). Three conditions
induce a displacement of this domain towards the trimeric center,
which results in a structure with a height of only 0.6 nm above the
bilayer18: (i) application of an electric potential >200 mV across
the membrane; (ii) generation of a K+ gradient >0.3 M (Fig. 5c):
and (iii) acidic pH (≤3; Fig. 5d). This displacement of the extra-
cellular domain leads to the closure of the channel, suggesting a

ba c

Fig. 2 Quantitative analyses of the native cytoplasmic purple membrane surface. a, Correlation average of the AFM topograph recorded at an
applied force of 100 pN (ref. 19). Regions with enhanced flexibility are derived from SD maps and superimposed in red to white shades  b, Different
surface properties of bacteriorhodopsin (BR). The surface loops are shown as backbone tracings colored according to the backbone r.m.s. deviation
(SD) calculated after superimposing five different atomic models of BR23. The gray scale image shows the height map determined by AFM (a) with the
prominent protrusion representing the EF loop. The colored monomers represent the coordinate SD between the atomic models, and the SD of the
height measured by AFM. c, Unraveling the force induced structural changes of the cytoplasmic surface by multivariate statistical analysis. Top left:
purple membrane imaged at 80 pN. Top center: the same membrane imaged at ~100 pN. Top right: at ~150 pN the EF loop is bent away while the
shorter polypeptide loops of the cytoplasmic surface become visible. Bottom row: three conformations of BR trimers that differ in their central pro-
trusion are observed at ~180 pN. The topographs exhibit a vertical range of 1 nm.
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protective role at low pH — E. coli cells passing through the acidic
milieu of a stomach may survive longer by closing the outer
membrane pores. The first condition, however, is compatible
with results from electrophysiological experiments that demon-
strated that porin is a voltage gated channel40.

Manipulation of single molecules
Considering the resolutions attainable with AFMs, it is possible
that the stylus could be used as a molecular scalpel. This was first
demonstrated with single DNA molecules41 and subsequently by
the splitting of gap junctions, double layered two-dimensional
arrays of cell-to-cell channels42. Splitting of regular double layers
with the stylus was also achieved with porin OmpF43 as well as
with the eye lens water channel MIP22. In all cases, the splitting
allowed high resolution imaging of the buried surface beneath
the top layer. In a different type of molecular manipulation,
chromosomes have been dissected and the DNA fragments
adsorbed onto the stylus tip subsequently amplified by PCR,
providing a means to identify the location of a specific sequence
on a particular region of the chromosome44. The stylus even
allows single protein complexes to be dissected, as demonstrated
by the mechanical disassembly of photosystem I complexes,
thereby revealing the interface between the membrane resident
proteins and the extrinsic proteins45. These examples illustrate
the variety of molecular ‘surgery’ made possible with the AFM
stylus.

Even without imaging, a wealth of information on the unfold-
ing of proteins and the nature of molecular interactions has been
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collected by recording force extension curves12 (see the review by
Fernandez and coworkers46, in this issue). We have demonstrated
the possibility of extracting a single protein from a supramolecular
structure and identifying the resulting vacancy produced by
recording a high resolution topograph after the unzipping event
(Fig. 4). While initial experiments performed with the HPI layer47

revealed that the spokes connecting adjacent hexamers were the
weakest packing interactions, force extension curves acquired with
purple membrane could be interpreted to greater detail based on
the atomic structure of BR. In the latter case, it was observed that
the transmembrane α-helices unfold by two different pathways13.
Combining single molecule force spectroscopy and imaging opens
an avenue for assessing the forces driving the assembly of
supramolecular structures at the level of single molecules.

Perspectives
Images and force extension curves acquired with the AFM by
other groups2,4,8,9,11,12,37,46,48 and the examples discussed here
demonstrate the power of this instrument for studying the struc-
tures, functions and dynamics of biomolecules. Both the high res-
olution and outstanding S/N ratios provided by the AFM allow
such analyses to be achieved with single molecules. To study their
dynamics, small cantilevers now allow real time measurements at
scanning rates of 20 Hz or faster10. What developments and novel
applications might we expect in the future? A few selected exam-
ples may give some hints about the future of biological AFM.

With respect to instrumentation, higher sensitivities and faster
feedback will complement the development of small cantilevers

Fig. 3 RNA polymerase at work34. Polymerase–DNA complexes were adsorbed on to mica and washed in transcription buffer (TSB) to facilitate slow dif-
fusion of DNA on mica. A rapid displacement of the DNA with respect to the RNA polymerase is observed after addition of the nucleotides (NTP). High
resolution imaging was possible after addition of Zn2+, which immobilizes DNA on the support. The time is indicated in minutes.

a b c

Fig. 4 Conformational change and single molecule force spectroscopy of the HPI layer38,47. a, Inner surface of the HPI layer showing hexameric pores.
Individual pores exist in plugged or unplugged conformations. b, After taking the image the AFM stylus was pushed onto the HPI surface and
retracted. Occasionally, the force extension curve recorded showed a sawtooth like pattern with up to six force peaks of ~300 pN each. c, The same
surface area imaged after recording the force extension curve shows that an entire hexameric pore was removed. The emanating arms of the adja-
cent pores to which the unzipped hexamer was connected are clearly visible. A few individual pores have changed their conformations between
recording the first and the second topographs (circled). This conformational change is fully reversible and can be observed over hours. The
topographs exhibit a vertical range of 3 nm, while the center-to-center distance between hexamers is 18 nm.
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to further increase scanning speeds while reducing the forces
between the stylus and samples. Multifunctional cantilevers such
as those currently being developed for other applications49,50,
such as nanolithography and surface nanochemistry, will provide
novel experimental opportunities. A combined optical
probe/AFM stylus could photolyse and release caged ATP locally
to initiate biological reactions, such as ATP induced motion of
molecular motors, while the function-related conformational
changes of the biomolecules involved will be observed with the
stylus of the AFM. This type of probe may also be of interest for
observing supramolecular assemblies that include fusion con-
structs comprising a green fluorescent protein. A combined scan-
ning micropipette/AFM stylus could deposit ligands locally while
the stylus monitors the binding process. Electric stimuli could be
applied to a single voltage-gated channel with an electrically insu-
lated probe that may include the micropipette/AFM stylus, allow-
ing the opening or closing of the channel to be observed directly.

As the functionality of AFMs improve, it might become possi-
ble to study native structures within a complex molecular assem-
bly, in which different protein subunits interact with one another
to form the functional machinery. Techniques that involve aver-
aging processes to eliminate noise do not allow single proteins to
be studied within such structures. In contrast, the AFM opens an
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exciting new avenue for assessing the interaction between single
proteins in such supramolecular complexes. While unzipping
single molecules in vitro and dissecting supramolecular struc-
tures now provide information on the intermolecular and
intramolecular forces involved, sensing and imaging capabilities
of future instruments will allow similar measurements to be per-
formed with organelles and living cells. Such experiments will
give new information about cellular trafficking and interactions.
The potential of the AFM to monitor multiple signals and to
manipulate processes at the cell surface could be extended by
combining AFM with optical microscopy. These instruments
will be important for gaining a deeper understanding of cellular
networks.
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Fig. 5 Conformational changes of porin OmpF18. a, The atomic model of
the periplasmic surface rendered at 0.3 nm resolution (left) exhibits fea-
tures that are recognized in the unprocessed topograph (right). Short 
β-turns comprising only a few amino acids are sometimes distinct (oval
and circle). b, The extracellular surface of OmpF. The comparison between
the atomic model (left) and the topograph (right) illustrates that the
loops that protrude 1.3 nm from the bilayer are flexible. The asterisks
mark the twofold symmetry axis of the rectangular unit cells housing two
porin trimers. c, pH dependent conformational change of the extracellu-
lar surface. At pH ≤ 3 the flexible loops reversibly collapse towards the
center of the trimer thereby reducing their height to 0.6 nm. 
d, Conformational change of porin induced by an electrolyte gradient.
The monovalent electrolyte gradient across the membrane was >300 mM.
Similar to the pH dependent conformational change, the extracellular
domains reversibly collapsed onto the porin surface. The topographs
exhibit a vertical range of (a) 1 nm (b) 1.5 nm, and (c,d) 1.2 nm.
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